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SIGMADESIGN exhibiting at Wearables USA IDTechEx Show
Wearables Exhibit Hall: Booth Z37, Nov. 14-15
Register here: https://www.idtechex.com/wearable-usa/show/en/shoppingbasket
(October, 22 2018) – SIGMADESIGN will exhibit at the Wearables USA IDTechEx Show at
the Santa Clara Convention Center in California on November 14-15. Attendees will find
representatives of the product design firm, SIGMADESIGN, in the Wearables USA Exhibit Hall at
booth Z37. Visitors can learn the wide range of capabilities and product design expertise that
SIGMADESIGN offers to the wearables industry. Areas of expertise focused on wearables
include a full range of standard/ custom tests to be run on materials and devices, electrical
engineering, firmware and software engineering, mechanical engineering, industrial design,
automation design and much more.

On video display at booth Z37 will be a custom-built and motion-controlled machine designed to
exercise a wearable device to the point of fatigue failure in order to determine failure mode. This
custom test device, specifically developed for the client, tested the durability of a wearable
device. The machine was designed, fabricated and built by SIGMADESIGN engineers,
machinists and technicians.

SIGMADESIGN will also showcase an e-textile illustrating the various relevant capabilities that
our engineers can offer related to wearables and product design. Embedded in the textile are
LED’s, which will illuminate when the textile registers the warmth of the human hand. Visitors to
the booth will additionally get to observe the capabilities of the firm’s Electrical Engineers, as
demonstrated in miniature PCB’s designed to be incorporated into wearable devices.
SIGMADESIGN boasts a comprehensive spectrum of expertise all in-house. The firm is working
on some of the latest innovations in the wearables industry including wearable e-fabrics, microembedded design, embedded sensors and custom product testing. Stop by booth Z37 to discuss
your latest wearables project with the firm’s team on November 14 & 15.

ABOUT SIGMADESIGN, INC.
SIGMADESIGN, a product design and engineering firm headquartered in Camas, WA, offers
professional services that support projects from concept through production. SIGMADESIGN
provides turnkey solutions for projects through solid engineering, broad experience, and focused
execution.
The firm was founded in 1994 to serve product design needs of the US Pacific Northwest. Now
operating out of Seattle, Los Angeles, Greater Portland Area, and Singapore, the company serves
a world-wide client base. SIGMADESIGN offers a full range of services including Industrial
Design, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Firmware and Software Engineering,
Rapid Prototyping, Machine Shop/Part Fabrication, Product Testing, Manufacturing, Logistics and
Shipping.
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